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ANALYS IS  OF  AN IMPL IC IT  F IN ITE-D IFFERENCE 
SCHEME FOR A THIRD-ORDER PART IAL  D IFFERENTIAL  
EQUATION IN THREE D IMENSIONS 
D. E ST. MARY 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003, U.S.A. 
Abstract- -Am implicit finite-difference scheme approximating a third-order partial differential equation 
in three dimensions is examined. The scheme is derived, shown to be consistent and second-order 
accurate, and a discussion of its stability properties is begun. The partial differential equation has 
application in the propagation of sound underwater. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The reduced wave equation--Helmholtz equation--is the main theoretical tool in the prediction 
of underwater sound propagation. In practice the numerical solution of a sound propagation 
problem over a significant range is very difficult to solve by using the Helmholtz equation, 
since an approximation to the Sommerfield radiation condition must be used, and the problem, 
being elliptic, is unwieldly. An approach to solving long-range propagation problems, which 
lessens these difficulties, is to approximate he elliptic partial differential equation by a parabolic 
one. 
The two-dimensional "small angle of propagation" parabolic wave equation (PE) was first 
introduced by Tappert and Hardin[13, 14] andsolved by a technique utilizing a fast Fourier 
transform. A two-dimensional "wide-angle" parabolic wave equation, which in a certain sense 
encompasses PE, was developed by Claerbout[2]. Estes and Fain[3] pursued the solution by 
using the fast Fourier transform. Gilbert, Lee and Botseas[4, 6] developed a Crank-Nicholson- 
type implicit finite-difference scheme (IFD) to solve the two-dimensional wide-angle quation, 
and St. Mary and Lee[ 12] did a complete consistency and stability analysis of a general range- 
dependent such problem. 
Baer and Perkins[l, 8] (see also Pierce[9]) recently extended the two-dimensional small- 
angle parabolic wave equation to three dimensions. Now Kriegsmann, Lee and Siegmann[7, 
11] have presented a three-dimensional wide-angle-of-propagation parabolic equation, and Schultz 
et al.[ 10] have worked out a numerical scheme for its solution. 
In this paper we consider the Kriegsmann, Lee and Seigmann equation, and using a 
representation f it as a third-order partial differential equation (thus it cannot in a strict sense 
be considered parabolic), we derive an implicit finite-difference scheme for it in the general 
range-dependent case. We prove that the difference quation is unconditionally consistent with 
the partial differential equation, that the consistency properties of the difference system are 
completely analogous to those of the classical Crank-Nicolson scheme when applied to the 
canonical parabolic equation, and begin the investigation of the stability of the scheme. 
2. A CRANK-N ICOLSON DISCRET IZAT ION 
We shall be concerned with the following third-order partial differential equation[7, 11]: 
cqu 
(1 + ql ~/1 + q2-[2)~r = iko[(pl - q l )~j  + (p_, - q : )~C2]u,  
~lu  = (n2(r,  z, O) - 1) + ~.~ u, 2 ,u  = u, 
(E) 
where u = u(r. z, 0). The independent variables z, r, 0 represent, respectively, the depth of 
a flat-bottom ocean, the range of propagation, and the azimuthal angle from some reference 
angle, and u represents a portion of the spatially varying acoustic pressure. The parameters 
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Pl # ql, P2 # q2 are real and control the vertical "'angle of propagation." not to be confused 
with the azimuthal angle 0. In particular, the choice p) = p,_ = 3/4, q~ = q., = 1/4 yields a 
three-dimensional nalogue of the Claerbout[2] development, and the choice q~ = q,_ = 0, 
P~ = P2 = 1/2 yields the equation considered by Baer and Perkins[l, 8]. The real parameter 
k0 can be used to optimize (E) as an approximation to the Helmholtz equation in the application, 
and the possibly complex-valued function n( r ,  z, 0) represents the index of refraction of the 
medium. For purposes of discretization we shall let u~,./ = u( rn ,  zrn, 0t), where r, = r0 + nk, 
r o > O, k = Ar ,  n = O, 1, 2 . . . .  ; z, ,  = mh,  h = Az ,  m = O, 1 . . . . .  M or M + 1: 
0~ = 0o + /d ,d  = A0, l = 0, 1 . . . . .  LorL  + l. ln an abuse of the notation we shall use 
n in two different ways: as the index of refraction in (E), and as a counter of the number of 
range steps, the context should make it clear which is intended in each case. 
The classical method of derivation of the Crank-Nicholson approximation scheme[5] for 
traditional parabolic partial differential equations is to take the average of the explicit forward- 
(in r in our case) difference approximation and the implicit backward approximation. In order 
to motivate the application of this procedure to (E), we shall briefly describe its application to 
a parabolic equation in standard form: namely, the small-angle quation in two dimensions 
ur = cu  + dou=, c = iko(n~ - 1)/2, do = i /2ko .  (PE) 
Consider the two stencils in Fig. 1 (for this demonstration u = u( r ,  z)). The first of these is 
used to make the forward approximation based at the point (r,,, z,,), and the second to make 
the backward approximation based at ( r , . , ,  z,,). The respective difference quations are 
(u~ +l - u~, ) /k  = crnu,," " + do(u~+l  - 2U"m + U"m-I) /h z, (3a) 
and 
ts n + I ,4 r . . . .  ] - 2u7. + '  + - rn_ l ] /h  2. (3b)  (u~, +' - u~, ) /k  = c~,+lu~, +1 + =0t-,,+, 
Note that the left sides of these equations are the same. The Crank-Nicholson approximation 
to (PE) is obtained on taking ((3a) + (3b))/2. 
In order to begin to carry out this development for (E), we need to define the forward and 
• backward (in r) discretizations of (a2 /Oz2) [au /ar ]  and (az /ao2) [au /Or ] .  In each case we shall 
take the centered ifference in the second-order variable and the standard ifference in r. The 
key to taking the forward and backward differences in r is to keep the basepoint, the point at 
which the approximations are being made, clearly in mind. The two difference approximations 
to ur= are equal, as above (the forward and backward approximations to the full differential 
equation (E) are not equal, though), and have the common value 
F n+l  " ) , ,n+l  "4- ,,n+l n n "] 1 lUm+t,t  -- "~"rn.t ~m-l , l  Urn+l,/ -- 2Um,l + un- I , t  
-- L I k h 2 h z " 
Henceforth, we shall use the central difference operator notation 
2 tl (5.,u)r " - 2uT . j  + " = Urn+l,/ Um-I, l .  
' I I ' Zm-1 - -  x Zm-1 x Z m +- -  x Zm x + 
rn rn ¢ t rn rn + 1 
Fig. I. 
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A completely analogous development takes place for the second derivative in 0. The approx- 
imations to UrOO have the common value 
2 n+l  2 2 n 2 (~lu),. /d - (Stu), . /d 
where ' " , (~?u)~ = u~..t+" ~ - 2u"..,~ + u , . . t - t .  
k 
In order to demonstrate that the final discretization formula we obtain has properties 
analogous to the Crank-Nicolson scheme, it is necessary to develop a precise truncation error 
formula for these mixed third-order partial derivatives. For an arbitrary sufficiently differentiable 
function d~(r, z, 0), the formula takes the form 
" - [(~,.d~), - (a~+)7]/kh z (+~:~),.., 2 .+1 
= -(~b~J~,j(k/2) - (~b,4,)~,j(h:/12) -(dO~,4~)"..j(kh:/24) + O(h ' )  + O(k2), (4) 
as h ---* 0, k --9 0 independently of the manner in which h, k approach zero. In order to obtain 
(4) one uses the well-known derivative approximations 
(g,)~, = (g"..÷' - g~, ) /k  - (g ,~)~, (k /2 )  + O(k2) ,  
(f=)"~ = (f"..÷~ - 2f".. + f".._~)/h 2 - (f4D~,(h2/12) + O(h ' )  
for arbitrary functions g, f and puts 
g(r, z, 0) = [+(r, z + h, 0) - 2qb(r, z, O) + d~(r, z - h, O)]/h 2. 
(We have momentarily suppressed the index l, since it has the same value in each term.) Then 
the left side of (4) is 
(<b~::)~, - {g"..*~ - g~}/k = (d0~..)~ - {(g.)~. + (g~r)7.(k/2) + O(k2)}. 
One now substitutes for gr and gr~ and then successively applies the centered ifference formula, 
with f = +~ and f = ~b~, to obtain the right side of (4). A completely analogous formula 
holds for +~00, which we shall use in the ensuing development. 
We shall now obtain the desired difference scheme by producing the analogue of (3a) and 
(3b) for Eq. (E). For the first of these (forward) the basepoint is (r., z.~, 0~), and thus the 
approximation is given by 
- (6mu)l , . uT.,~' umj + ql 
[1 + q l ( (n ' ) , . j -  1)] k kh'f 
1 (alu),.  - (a~u)~ 
+ q2 kd 2 = iko(pl - q l ) ( (n2)~j -  1)u~,j (5a) 
(~)  (pl - q,)(6~u)~ (~)  (p: - qz)(~2u)~. 
+ h: + d" 
The backward approximation has basepoint (r.÷ ~, z,., 0t) and is given by 
(~.~) t~2,,w+l _ 2 , . . . .  ' " 1 ~,~,... J/ (~,.u), 2 n+l  ~m,I - -  Umd -~ ql 
[1 + q,((n ),,., - I)] k ~7 
\ g,~2 ~t,+ I - -  2 n 
1 w lu , , , ,  (a/u) , .  ) - q~) ( (n  ).~.1 - 1)U"m.] (5b) + q: (ko,.,.O'- "k~- = iko(pl , . . . l  , 
i (Pl q I )(~;.u)/~1 2 .+1 
+ h'- + kor~,. 1 d2 
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Finally, the average of these two and multiplication by k yield the Crank-Nicolson difference 
approximation system. After considerable simplification the system can be expressed as follows: 
~m- I . I  4 -  b l ra . l - I  
+ \d  2 /  u'~'~[t = 
al',',j -b bl  . . . . .  t , . i  - -  - -  l l  ,u.I 4 -  l i ra -  I .[ 
(;) ( ( bO" u~_,., + \--d7 / u',;.,_, + aO;:,., - b (6) 
where 
b = b(k)  = q l /k~ + ik(p~ - q~)/2ko, 
fi + (r + k) ''--------~ + 2k0(r + ' 
[~02(1  1 ) i k (p2  - q2) 7 
b0 = b0(r; k) = q2 + (r + k) -------- '~ + 2-k~ 2 J '  
a l  = a l ( r ,  z, 0; k) = (1 + qt[(~2(r, z, 0) + n2(r + k, z, 0))/2 - 1]) 
+ ikko(pl - ql)(n2(r + k, z, 0) - 1)/2, 
aO = aO(r, z, 0; k) = (1 + ql[(n2(r, z, O) + n2(r 4- k, z, 0))/2 - 1]) 
(7) 
+ ikko(pl  - q l ) (n2(r ,  z, 0) - 1)/2. 
The bar over an expression indicates the taking of the complex conjugate. Note also that a l  
and a0 are equal if n(r, z, 0) is real and independent of the range variable r. 
3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND MATRIX FORMULATION 
We wish to express system (6) in a convenient matrix formulation, but the precise form 
of the coefficient matrices depends on the boundary conditions imposed on the original problem. 
Throughout he discussion we shall assume the surface boundary conditions u(r, O, O) = O. 
Another standing assumption is the initial condition: namely, for a given function f ( z ,  0), 
u(ro, z, O) = f ( z ,  0). 
I. A frequently imposed bottom-boundary condition is u(r, zM+~, 0) = 0 (in this formu- 
lation the "bot tom" is at z = ZM+I). The general assumption associated with this condition is 
that an artificially imposed absorbing layer below the ocean floor prevents energy from reentering 
the water column. Similarly we can consider propagation taking place in a cylindrical sector 
(pie-shaped region) between two azimuthal angles, denoted by 0o and 0L. ,, with an absorption 
region on each vertical side of the sector. Thus, in addition to the conditions 
u(r,  Zo, O) = O, u(r,  z~+l, O) = O, (8a) 
we have 
u(r, z, 0o) = O, u(r,  z, OL+~) = 0 (8b) 
for all r > O, 0 -< z --< zM~ 1, O0 -~ 0 -~ OL~-[. This is the case considered by Baer and Perkins 
alluded to earlier. Finally, one assumes a given sound profile at a distance r,~ from the source 
u(ro, z, O) = f ( z ,  0). (8c) 
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System (6) in conjunction with the boundary conditions (8) can be expressed in a particularly 
nice symmetric block tridiagonal matrix form: 
1 l BI" .  A-f~.. B--l". lu~2T, I I, I m. /uz;_',,/ 
BI ~ AI~J /u"+l / k (L) .! 
B0". A0~ B0". u~) 
= ' "  " . .  " ' . .  , (9 )  
'B0"" "A0~_,'" B0" /ue,_,,/ 
BO" A0~J Lust, .1 
where each block is M x M, the diagonal blocks are tridiagonal matrices, and the off-diagonal 
blocks are diagonal matrices. 
BI" = diag[b/"/d 2 . . . . .  bl"/d2], I = 0, 1, (9a) 
13 = b /h  2, ~I~.1 = al~.l 
] l. al~.l 13 . . .  A/~' = " . . " . . (9b) 
• ' " • 13 'a l~ ._  ~,, " 13 
13 otl~t.l 
- (2/hZ)b - (2 /dZ)bP ,  1 = 0, 1, 
u,",) JUT., u" . , r = 2.1 . . . .  uu.,] • (9c) 
System (9) shall be referred to symbolically as 
,¢/1 "u ' '+ l= ~/O"u". 
II. We shall now turn to more general boundary conditions and consider a cylindrically 
shaped region 0 < 0 <-- 2-rr rather than a sector of the cylinder as in I. Again we shall retain 
the "pressure release" top surface boundary condition 
u(r, zo, O) = 0, r>0.  (10a) 
The "bottom" boundary condition in I is artificially located far below the actual bottom of the 
waveguide, but in the current case we assume that the position z = zM is the actual interface 
between ocean floor and water and allow for the possibility of reflection of rays. For given real 
constants or. 130, "/the condition is given by 
otu(r, zM, O) + 130u-(r, zu ,0 )  = % 130#0.  (10b) 
The case of general interest is a = 0,130 = 1, y = 0. Finally, we impose a continuity condition 
on the motion in the 0-variable: namely, 
u(r,  z, O) = u(r, z,  2~r), uo(r, z, 0) = ue(r, z ,  2rr), r > 0. (10c) 
We shall assume that O0 = 0 and 0,_~ = 2rr. 
First consider the discretization of the boundary condition (lOb). We shall use a centered 
difference to approximate the derivative so as to maintain the second-order character of the 
approximations (as shall be seen in the ensuing development, (6) is a second-order scheme). 
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We use 
u:(r, zm, O) ~ [u(r, ZM--l, 0) -- u(r, zM-t ,  O)]/2h, 
and thus for (10b) we write 
cau~,t + 130[u~4--,.1 - u~_l , t ] /2h = % 130 ~ 0. (11) 
t l n ,~ The term ugt÷ tj is "f ictit ious" in this context (recall the bottom is at M.~J and can be expressed 
in terms of the "rea l"  unknowns U"Mj, Um-,.Z" by using (1 1). In order to encompass (11) into 
the matrix formulation of the problem, set m = M in (6) and make the substitution, from ( 1 1), 
UM+L.t " = UM-" Lt -- 2cahu~j/~o + 2h'¢/13o ( l la)  
to obtain 
'~M-  I,l "~- ~ d2 / "M, ' - I  
( ol 
+ (aO,~j-(~:)b(1 +~hoh ) - (~)b0" )  
n n 
X UM, t "Jr- UM,I+I + gh.k, 
( 2__~0~ ) 2~ki (p , -  ql) 
gh,k = (b - -b) = [3ohko ' 
( -~" t  ..... i 
+ \7/-m.,+, 
12) 
Condition (12), compared with (6), forces a change in the last row of each of the diagonal 
blocks AI~', A07, l = 1, 2 . . . . .  L, of system (9). 
II.a. In part icu lar  i f  one should use a bottom reflecting condit ion (11) in a sector with 
absorbing vertical sides, these row changes plus the addition of the gh.k vector would be the 
only changes in (9). The resulting matrix system, which we choose to denote by 
, c / ' l .u  .+t  = r / 'O .u , ,  + g ,  
has the same coefficients as (9), except that the last row of A/~' in (9b) is replaced by 
where 
calm.l], 1 = O, 1,1 = 1,2 . . . . .  L, [0 . . . . .  O, 213, ' " 
(13a) 
(13b) 
! n n ca Im.t = almj - (2 /h2)b( l  + cah/~3o) - (2 /d2)b l  ", 
and g is the M x L column vector 
g = [[0 . . . . .  0, gh.k] . . . . .  [0 . . . . .  0, gh.k]] r (13C) 
System (13), which does not exhibit the "symmetr ic"  character of (9), will be shown to be 
equivalent o a "symmetr ic"  system. 
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l l .b. Return ing to the main considerat ion o f  this subsect ion,  namely,  a cyl indrical ly shaped 
region with bottom reflecting condit ion (I1), the conditions in (10c) can be represented as 
follows: 
u~,,o = u"~,t+l. [u"~,. - u"~,o]/d = [U"~.L÷I -- U~,.L]/d. (14) 
The dummy index / = L + 1 is only used to help indicate direction of approach to the vertical 
" = " The two relations (14) reduce to plane 0 = 0 - - i .e .  u,,.t+] Um.o. 
u",,.o = (u~,,2 + u",,.L)/2. (15) 
One now reexamines (6) in the critical cases l = 1, l = L, m = 1, 2 . . . . .  M. The new 
system of equations differs from (13a) only in the first and last rows of blocks. It is an ML-  
dimensional square system block-tridiagonal-like in form, except for the first and last rows of 
blocks, each of which has one additional block 
where 
, : / " l "u  "÷l = ,c/"O"u" + g,  (16) 
rA"17 BI  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ½Bl"q 
,~/"I" ] BI"" A"I'~ B I " . .  I = . " "  ' " .  " ' . .  , I=  0 ,1 ,  / • "" " " B I "  | • B I "  A I t -  " 
UBz". . . . . . . . .  81" A"IZA 
B0", BI",  13 are as in (9). TheA"l~',  / = 1, 2 . . . .  L , I  = 0, 1, are t r id iagonalM x M 
ot 12. I . . . . .  ot IMj] with 13 on dlag[a 1~.1, ' . . . . .  , matrices having main diagonal . . . .  the off diagonals as 
in (9b), except that the last row has 213 in the off-diagonal position as in (13b), where for 
I= I , L ,  
e~"l'/,j = al"m.:-  (2/h'-)b - (3/2d2)bl  ", m = 1, 2 . . . . .  M - 1, 
t !  17 11 et IMA = alM.i -- (2/hZ)b(1 + eth/13o) - (3/2dZ)bl  ", 
and fo r l  = 2 . . . . .  L - 1, 
¢l n n , . . . a l , , j  = odmj = a l ' , ' , j -  (2/h2)b - (2/dZ)bl  ", m = 1 2, M - 1, 
t t  tt c~ lM.t = a'l•.¢ = al~.l - (2 /h: )b(1 + ah/f3o) - (2/d")b l" ,  
I = 0, 1. Of course, since everything on the right side of (16) is known, one could write it 
(but not the LHS) without the addition of the comer blocks by utilizing (15) directly and making 
the corresponding changes in the vector g. 
4. CONSISTENCY OF IFD 
A difference-equation approximation to a partial differential equation is said to be (un- 
conditionally) consistent with the differential equation if the difference quation approaches the 
differential equation as the mesh size approaches zero. independently of the manner in which 
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the mesh size approaches zero. More precisely, (6) is consistent with (E) if 
' 4Srn  - 1 . l  
- ( ) bl" . ,+1 - -  2 2 
+ 7 .e,..,-i + al~,., - F ~ -7  b-T" .u,..,a'"*' 
b a..+l + b-T" . .+ l  b bO" 
__  n n 
+ "'+1" 727 - h: d: 
2 2 b bO" ] 
- (a0~,a - ~-~ b - ~ b0")+~,a - F 6,~,+1j - d- S- dg~,.,.t ] 
- [(1 + ql ~/l + qz~z)qbr  - iko((pl - q l )21  + (P2 - q2)g2)6]~,.t 
(17) 
approaches zero as h, k, d ~ 0, independently of the manner in which h, k, d approach zero 
for arbitrary "net"  functions +(r, z, 0) having sufficient differentiability. The factor 1/k is 
present, since in the derivation of (6) we previously cleared the k from the denominator. In 
order to help simplify (17) we shall express a0, a l ,  bO, bl and b in terms of their constituent 
parts. Henceforth, we shall assume n(r, z, 0) is real valued. Let 
Ra = 
la = 
RbN = 
IbN = 
Rb= 
lb= 
C = 
Ra(r,  z, O; k) = 1 + qt[(n2(r, z, O) + n2(r + k, z, O))/2 - 1], 
la(r ,  z, O) = iko(pl - q l )(n2(r ,  z, 0) - 1)/2 
2 RbN(r;  k) = q2[1/r 2 + 1/(r + k) ]/2k~, 
IbN(r)  = i(p2 - q2)/2ko r2, 
q l /k~,  
i (p l  - q l ) /2ko,  
c(r, z, 0; k) = ql[nZ(r + k, z, O) - nZ(r, z, 0)]/2, 
then 
a0(r, z, 0; k) = Ra(r,  z, 0; k) + kla(r,  z, 0), 
al(r ,  z, 0; k) = Ra(r,  z, 0; k) + kla(r  + k, z, 0), 
bO(r; k) = RbN(r;  k) + k lbN(r) ,  
bl(r ;  k) = RbN(r;  k) + klbN(r  + k), 
b = Rb + klb. 
It follows that 
(1 + q. ~/ i ) (~r  ~-" (Ra - c)qbr + Rb+ .... 
iko(p~ - qt)  Z~d~ = 2(laqb + lb~b:.), iko(p, - q,.) Zz+ = 21bNcboo, 
and that the standard Taylor approximation i the r-variable yields 
c(r, z, 0; k) qln2(r, z, O)k q~_ kq2 = + O(k 2) and RbN(r ;k )  - 
2 k~r'- ko rs + O(k:) .  
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Now (17) can be expressed in the form 
+ IRb - Ub) L 
+ (RbN, , _k lbN, , ) [ (5~+)" , , ,+ ' - (5~d~)~]  
)¢d5 + 
r (~2 .l,'~.q 
".~.tt~'m.t - Cmj] - 2/b" , .wit-  t'~,..t Jr-",..1 
_[lbN,,+, _ lbN.][ (~j)~.+,] L j - 2lbN [ - - ' -7 - J  - Rb(O,.:)~., 
1 21bN"(¢oo)',', I - q :~ (¢~r00),",,,I + 21b(d~=)~.l + . . 
Each term appearing in brackets, [ . . . ] ,  can be expanded by using a standard Taylor approx- 
imation, the centered ifference approximation, or (4); thus we obtain 
+ (Rb - kIb) (¢r=)~,J + ({~rrzz)~,! 7 + O(h2 + k2) 
- -  ( n n + (RbN" klbN") cb~,)~.l + (~e)~j -~ + O(d 2 + k:) 
q l (n,)~j  ~ + O(k 2) (¢,)~.1 - la~.t[(d~r)"~.lk + O(k-')] 
- 21b[(¢=):',., + O(h-')] - [¢~., + O(k)l[(la~)~.,k + O(k:)l 
- [(lbN~)~.tk + O(k-')][(d),,),~,.t + O(k) + O(d2)] 
1 
- 21bN"[(d),e)~., + O(d2)] - Rb(d)~:)7,., - q: kgr~ (¢~O:L~ + 2lb(¢::)~,j + 2IbN"(d~,o)~,.~ 
k [ {2q,_~, 
= 7 ea~)~r q- )eb~ .... "4- gbg~rOo q- ql(n2)rd)r -- t~6r3JIDrOO 
- 2 ( la~ + Ibcbr::) - 21bN¢~oo - 21a~ - 21bNr~bOo]',',,.t + O(h 2 + k" + d 2) 
d 
= ~ [(1 + q~Z~ + qe / : )¢ r  -- iko((p~ - q~)V~ + (p: - q_,) e':)(b] ~.~ 
+ O(h: + k: + d:) , (18) 
where the last equality uses the fact that kcCrr = O(k:). It follows immediately from the equality 
of (17) and (18) that the range-dependent index-of-refraction case, n = n(r, z, 0), Crank-  
Nicolson difference scheme (6) is unconditionally consistent with the partial differential equation 
(E). 
Further, the truncation error or local discretization error can be obtained as the magnitude 
of the difference at a point (r,,, z,., 0/) between the differential equation and the difference 
equation, both evaluated with the net function (5 = u the exact solution of the partial differential 
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equation. Again, the equality of (17) and (18) yields immediately that the loca l  d i sc re t i za t ion  
er ro r  of (6 ) i s  O(h  2 + k 2 + d2). 
5. TRANSFORMATION AND NONSINGULARITY OF THE 
DIFFERENCE SYSTEM 
System (16) is a square system of equations having ML unknowns. In this section we shall 
show that a solution always exists; i.e. ,c/"l" is nonsingular under practical assumptions on the 
parameters in (E). The last row of each A"I7 causes nonsymmetry to enter (16). We shall show 
that a very simple transformation of the original system replaces it with an equivalent system 
in which the A"I7 are symmetric, I = 0,1. 
First, we shall rewrite (16) in a manner which brings out the structure of the individual 
blocks A"/;. Let DH be the M x M diagonal matrices having diagonal elements as follows: 
DI~' = diag[al~'/, al"2.1 . . . . .  al~j], l = 1 . . . . .  L; I = 0, I, 
and let T be the M x M tridiagonal matrix 
T = 
I 2 -1  ] 
- I  2 -1  
-1  2 - I  
-2  2(1 + ah/ f3o)  
Then for 
l = 1, L ,  A"I ;  = DI}' - (b /h2)T  - (b l " /d2) (3 /2 )E ,  
l = 2 . . . . .  L - 1, A'7~' = DI~' - (b /h2)T  - (b l " /d2) (2E) ,  I = 0,1, 
where E is the M x M identity matrix. Let J l "  and (~ denote the ML x ML  (block) diagonal 
matrices 
~_/I" = diag[Dl~', DI~ . . . . .  DIL] ,  1 = 0,1, J = diag[E, E . . . . .  E] 
( ; is the ML x ML  identity matrix), and let,,' be the "block tridiagonal matrix with two 
additional blocks" 
. /=  
_E .  2E -E  
• • • 
-E  2E 
-E  (.~)EJ 
Then 
/ / "1  n = ~/1 ~ - (b /h2)T~ - (b l " /dZ)E . / ,  I = 0,1, 
where we are using some obvious "scalar" block multiplication of M x M matrices and 
ML x ML  matrices. 
We shall now pursue the transformations alluded to above. The nonsymmetry obviously 
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arises from the involvement of the matrix T. Let P be the M × M diagonal matrix 
P = diag[l . . . . .  1, 1/'~/2]. 
Then T = P-~SP,  where S is the M × M symmetric tridiagonal matrix having exactly the 
same entries as T, except in the lower right 2 × 2 block; in those positions S is of the form 
[2_ -,/2 ] 
S(lower block) = X/2 2(1 + oth/f3o) " 
Let ,4~, ./o be the ML × ML block diagonal matrices 
.~/~ = diag[P . . . . .  P], ./o = diaglS . . . . .  S]. 
Then 
~, / '7"  = C_/l" - (b lh : )P -~SP d - (b l " l cF )E . /  
= .4~-~c/1. 9 _ (b lhZ) j ,o - l /o j ,  O -  (b l . ld2)9 - , j .~  
= 9 -1[~1 , - (b/hZ)./o - (b l . /d2). / ]~/9=_-~/~-l : / ' , l .  9 , 1 = 0, I .  
Thus system (16) may be expressed in the symmetric form 
.~-/'~'I"v "+1 = ,~/','O"v" + .4> g, u" = .+°-Iv", 
t- t t  n ~../,1 = ~1 ° - (b /hZ) Jd  - (b l" /d 2) L / ,  I = O,l. 
(19) 
(19a) 
In order to obtain the nonsingularity of the system, we need to derive conditions under 
which the matrix in (19a) is nonsingular. Let , : /=  ,:/71 ", n be fixed but arbitrary, and suppose 
there exists an ML-vector % 3' = (3'1,3'2 . . . . .  3'L), 3'~ . . . . .  3'L M-vectors, such that.~/',/ = 0. 
Then 3'* ,~/~ = 0; i.e. (b/h2)3" * .¢03' + (bl"/d2)3" * ./3' = ,,/. c_f/1"3'. The quadratic terms 3'* J0% 
3'*./3' are real s ince . /0 , J  are real symmetric, and it is easy to see that 3'*./3'-> 0. 
Now separate the equation into two equations by taking its real part and its imaginary part, and 
then eliminate 3'*-/03' from the two equations. (Here, as earlier, we are assuming n real.) The 
result is the expression 
[1 (1  + r~. l )  q2(pl - qj)  1 3"*./3" 
kod2 (r,+[-~l) q l (p2,~, ,q2)]  
- - 
(n'-)"~.l - ~n J,~.t 
= (p~ - q~) 1 + q, ~ 13'Im,I :, 
I=1 m=l  
(20) 
3'~ = (3'1 j~ . . . . .  3'}M~). We wish to state conditions under which it is impossible for (20) to 
hold, except when 3' is the zero vector. The first condition we shall state is that the index of  
refraction is slowly var3.'ing in range. This is a standard assumption which is frequently utilized 
long before this point is a development such as this in the general area of underwater acoustics. 
We implement the condition here to imply that the difference involving n: in (20) is small. The 
standard choices of thep ,  q parameters arep~ = P2 = 3/4, q~ = q: = 1/4;p~ = P2 = 
1/2, q J = q2 = 0, or values close to these. Under such circumstances, the right side of (20) 
can be seen to be close to the magnitude of the original vector % which can be taken to be 
unity (if 3' ~ 0), and the left side of (20) can be made arbitrarily close to zero by choosing 
appropriate range step sizes k. Thus we conclude that, under appropriate conditions on the 
parameters, 3" must be the zero vector-- i .e, the difference s3,stem is nonsingular. 
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6. STABIL ITY  
We now turn to the question of the stability of the scheme. A difference system is said to 
be stable if an error (initial, roundoff, etc.) made at the nth step does not magnify uncontrolled 
in its propagation to the (n + j)th. In the simplest cases this translates into a need to show that 
for a system of the form u "+ ~ = Bu ~ + g, the eigenvalues of B are less than or equal to unity 
in magnitude. 
In the current development the complicated nature of the matrix B". from (19), 
B" = (.<-t ' , '1")-~(.</, '0") ,  
makes it very difficult to attack the question of the magnitude of the eigenvalues of B". Thus 
we shall pursue a more heuristic discussion of the stability question. To simplify matters 
somewhat more we shall consider only the small angle PE, i.e.p~ = p_~ = 1/2. q~ = q2 = 0. 
and we shall assume that the index of refraction is constant: i.e. n(r, O, z) =- n. Thus the partial 
differential equation becomes 
iko [ 1 cgZ_~u 1 cg'-u ] 
Ur = T (n2 -- I)U + k-~ Oz 2 + k~r 2 a02J ' (21) 
The von Neumann or Fourier series method of analyzing stability is a method which actually 
applies only to linear difference equations with constant coefficients and then only to initial 
value problems with periodic initial data. In practice, the method is widely used outside of this 
narrow band of problems, and it frequently gives useful results. 
We begin the method upon assuming that a solution of the difference quation (6) is given 
by 
uT.a = ei~mh~eiV~lm{ ", (22) 
where ~ = e ~*, ot a complex constant. Frequently, ~ is called the "amplication." In the context 
of the ocean wave-propagation problem that is under consideration, one would expect to be 
able to show the strong Fourier stability condition: namely, I~l -< 1 for all values of the index 
n, In fact, this is not the case, but the theoretical condition for stability, I~[ = 1 + O(k), does 
hold. 
First, we shall seek conditions under which (22) satisfies (6) and -< 1 for all n. Sub- 
stituting (22) into (6) and simplifying gives 
_~ 2 (1 - coso~h) + z 2 (1 - cosvd)  - k~(n 2 - 1) + 1 
d rn+ 1 
= -b  (1 - cos oh)  + dr 2 (1 - cos vd) - k2(n 2 1) + l , 
(23) 
where we have used the fact that bl = b(r + k) 2, b0 = b/r 2, 
al =a0 = 1 + bk~(n 2 - 1), due to the assumptions enumerated above. Let 
[2 2 ] 
X, = h'5(1 - cos toh) + ~(1  - cos vd) - kZo(n 2 - 1) . 
d r, 
and 
Then 
1 + (k/4kZ)2X~ 
[~]2 = l "~ 22  2 " (24)  (k/4ko) X.+l 
If the index of refraction <- 1, then X~+ ~ - X,], and it is apparent from (24) that ]~1 -> 1, 
which raises a question about the "practical" stability of the scheme. Extensive numerical 
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computat ions  have not yet been carr ied out in connect ion with this development .  If the index 
of  refract ion n > 1 and k0(n 2 - 1) is  such thatX,,  < 0, thenX,,+, -< X,  < 0, and thus I~l <-- 1. 
In order to examine the theoretical stabil ity condit ion,  one mult ipl ies the numerator  and 
denominator  of  (24) by (G + k) 2 and, upon simpl i f icat ion,  obtains 
I l== 1 -4-k3f(k) ,  
where If(k)l ~ constant,  as k ---> 0. Thus I~1 = 1 + O(k3), which holds for any value of  the 
index of  refract ion,  and hence the uncondit ional  stabil ity is obtained. 
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